The RCBS Stuck Case Remover is a universal type and may be used to remove stuck cases in all Sizer Dies.

1. Remove the Expander-Decapping Unit Lock Nut and Guide Bushing from Sizer Die. Pull Expander-Decapping Unit back until Decapping Pin is free of flash hole. DO NOT attempt to remove Expander-Decapping Unit from Sizer Die.

2. Place Sizer Die upside down in vise between two pieces of wood and drill case head with #7 drill. Drill may be used with a tap wrench or hand or electric drill. Drill straight through primer pocket and primer flash hole. Do not damage Expander-Decapping Unit.

3. Tap case head with ¼"-20 tap.

4. Place Stuck Case Remover Body on top of case head and using wrench, run screw into threads in case head. Continue until the case is pulled from Die.

5. When case is free, pull Expander-Decapping Unit from case mouth.

6. Re-assemble Sizer Die and it is ready for re-loading.

We very highly recommend the use of the RCBS Case Lube Kit.

Write for our Catalog

Loaded with photos and drawings in brilliant full color. Shows complete line of CCI, SPEER and RCBS products; lists prices, reloading dies for over 300 calibers, reference tables, and a heap of other interesting information. Most informative and most descriptive handloading catalog available anywhere. Please enclose $1.00 for postage and handling.
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SELECT the proper size punch rod. Again, the large rod is for use with 7/8"-28 threaded expanders and the small rod is for use with 5/8"-24 threaded expanders. The punch rod is not reusable. Clean and inspect the punch rod before use. Before removing the case neck and case mouth, perform this operation and always wear safety glasses.